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VO: With rapidly expanding products and services…
…that power millions of transactions a second…
How does finance handle such complexity, at scale?
We helped this global IT leader
to streamline their operations:
Closing the books
VO & TITLE: 30% FASTER
VO: Increasing productivity by 50%
TITLE: 50% INCREASE
VO: …and delivering $140M in savings
TITLE: $140M SAVINGS
VO: Using
VO & TITLE: SYNOPS
VO: for Finance: Accenture’s innovative human-machine operating engine…
…that optimizes the synergy of
VO & TITLE: People
Technology
Data
VO: and
VO & Title: Intelligence
VO: We transformed our client’s business…
…with enhanced
VO & TITLE: CONTROLS
VO: and
VO & TITLE: COMPLAINECE
VO: …automation, analytics and insights
VO: Moving finance…
from transactional…
to strategic.
Now, with this new model…
TITLE: INTELLIGENT FINANCE
VO: …they have world-class
VO & Title: operational excellence
VO: Delighting customers…
Responding more effectively to changing markets…
…and driving sustainable growth
TITLE: Accenture
New Applied Now
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